Format for Recording Proceeding of the Draw
For Selection of LPG Distributorship

Date of Draw: 06.10.2017

Place: Hotel Gandharv Residency, Pune.
Name of Location: PUNE

Name of District: PUNE

Category: OPEN

MKT Plan: Against Termination

1. Applicants who have qualified where informed about the ‘draw’ vide letter dated 14.09.2017. Information about the draw was advertised in the newspaper The Times of India on 02.10.2017.

2. List of applicants qualified for draw is attached. (Appendix –K3R)

3. Three number of applicants who have qualified for the draw were present at the time of draw. List is attached. (Appendix-N2)

4. The two company officials nominated for conducting the draw are Smt. Kavita Tickoo CAM, Pune Area Office and Shri Pravin Rotle, Sr. Manager (INST-Bus), PDO.

5. The Paper token was picked by the invited guest Shri. Anil Karande, Astt DSO, Pune.

6. The other VIPs present were NIL

7. A total of 15 people were present for the draw.

8. Shri Sairam Sudam Satav son of Sudam Satav with application Serial no. PAO/ PUN / 07 was declared as selected candidate.

9. Video recording carried out by M/s Kaliindi Arts, Pune.

10. Any other points – Fifth Draw

We confirm that the draw was held as per the guidelines and the details stated above are correct.

(Kavita Tickoo)
CAM, Pune PAO

(Pravin Rotle)
Sr. Manager (INST-Bus), PDO.